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Introduction
A bending fatigue failure in the root region where bending stresses are highest is often considered the most catastrophic failure a gear can experience. Consequently, evaluation of the bending fatigue performance (stress to life relationship) of different gear materials subject to various manufacturing processes and subsequent post processing treatments is of significance to gear and transmission designers.

One method for establishing bending fatigue performance is the single tooth bending fatigue (STBF) test. An example of a fixture used to implement this type of test is shown in Figure 1. Although this test has the advantage of being relatively simple, one limitation is that it is not directly representative of typical gear applications. The test load is unidirectional and the root areas of the tooth under test are subject to tensile stresses only, with no ability to load the test tooth root fillet in compression. This paper outlines the need for an STBF test that can accommodate reversed loading, followed by the development of a new fixture design to execute this type of test.

Related Work
Using STBF testing to evaluate the bending fatigue strength of gear teeth has been documented in literature dating back over 60 years (Ref. 1). A few inherent advantages in this type of test are that it eliminates unwanted failure modes, uses relatively simple fixturing, and uses readily available fatigue testing equipment to apply the necessary loads.

Some variations in STBF fixture design exist, however the tooth loading method shown in Figure 2 generally applies regardless of the particular implementation. The test gear is mounted on a spindle in a test fixture and the gear teeth
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under test are held between two independent anvils (Figure 2, items 3 and 4). The entire fixture is placed in a universal fatigue test frame and the anvils are subjected to cyclical loading until a bending failure occurs or a run out limit is reached. Several teeth on each gear can be tested to provide multiple data points from each test gear. This type of fixture is well documented in literature (Refs. 1–5) and established test standards (Ref. 6). Some variants of this method can also be found in literature, such as application of three-point loading (Ref. 7) or testing of asymmetric gears (Ref. 8), however all of the methods discussed thus far load the test tooth in one direction only.

The stresses in fatigue testing are characterized by an R value as defined in Equation 1. In the authors’ experience an R value of 0.1 is typically used in STBF testing, in other words the stresses are cycled from 10% of the maximum to 100% of the maximum tensile stress. Although the exact R ratio may vary, the methods previously described are inherently limited to testing with positive R values. For reasons which will be discussed in more detail, this is not always fully representative of the stresses the gear tooth experiences in practice.

\[ R = \frac{\text{Stress, min}}{\text{Stress, max}} \]  

(1)

Where the following sign conventions are used for stress:

Root tensile stress (+)
Root compressive stress (-)

Given this limitation, the alternative to unidirectional STBF testing has been to use running gear bending fatigue testing, which is also well documented in literature (Refs. 1, 3, 9, 10). This type of test uses rotating meshing gear pairs operating under a load, often in a four-square / back-to-back arrangement. The running gear bending fatigue test has the advantage of subjecting the gear teeth to actual operating conditions, however it also has some significant disadvantages compared to the STBF test. The first is cost, since running gear test equipment is more complex, and also requires more test gears for a given number of desired data points. More significantly, the gear design must be carefully evaluated so unwanted failure modes such as pitting, wear or scuffing do not occur before the desired bending failure is generated (Refs. 1, 3).

The Need for STBF Testing at Negative R Ratios

The STBF test method’s inability to realistically simulate loading of a tooth in mesh has relegated it to a comparative assessment role. As such it has typically been used for evaluating non-reversed stress allowables previously described are inherently limited to testing with positive R values. For reasons which will be discussed in more detail, this is not always fully representative of the stresses the gear tooth experiences in practice.

For this reason, the tensile stress is never fully released in an STBF test in the same way as when a gear tooth exits the mesh in a running application. In some cases in running gear applications, depending on geometry and speed, the root fillet may also be subject to a small amount of compression as the adjacent tooth is loaded, resulting in a slightly negative R ratio in practice. An example of measured root fillet strain alternating between tension and compression through a rotating mesh cycle is shown in Figure 3. For this reason, a positive R value STBF test may yield “optimistic” results when compared to running gear data at the same maximum stress level. This was one motivation to develop an STBF test that can be used to test under negative R ratios. Furthermore, in some applications such as idlers (Ref. 10) or planet gears (Ref. 13), teeth mesh with more than one mating gear during a rotation and thereby experience fully reversed stresses (\( R = -1.0 \)). In these cases, very generic derating factors have typically been used (Ref. 14) to relate non-reversed stress allowables to design parameters for fully reversed stresses. The desire to establish more specific derating factors further emphasizes the motivation to develop an STBF test method that can use negative R ratios.

Documentation of STBF methodology that can accommodate negative R ratios is scarce in open literature. One method is shown in (Ref. 15), where the load is reversed via torsional oscillation. Few details are provided, however this type of test does not appear to be compatible with commonly available tension and compression type fatigue test frames. Specifically designed test gears that utilize a splined bore are also required. A second method outlined in (Ref. 16) uses a servo motor to oscillate a mating gear against a fixed test gear. This test method was developed for polymer composite gears with a maximum test torque of 14N·m, which was well below the loads required in the authors’ testing. A running gear test method which allows negative R ratios is shown in (Ref. 10) and was shown to be successful, however this methodology was not practical for the authors’ work for reasons which are described below.

Testing of Production Gears

A final comment on motivation for this work involves the ability to use production gearing in bending fatigue testing. When gear...
testing is undertaken to understand fundamentals such as material properties, specifically designed test gears are frequently used. In the literature cited, this was most often the case. If running gear tests are to be used, this has the advantage of allowing the test gear designer to make their best attempt to “force” bending failures by controlling various gear design parameters. Design of STBF test gears is more straightforward due to the limitation of possible failure modes.

Often however, it may be necessary to test production gears to gain insight into the performance of an existing gear design or manufacturing process. In these cases a representative test gear design may also be employed, however the best practice if possible is to use existing production gears in order to fully capture any inherent variables that may not be well understood. Using production gears in running gear tests can be a challenge, especially due to the fact that under running conditions bending fatigue may not be the dominant failure mode of the gear under consideration. Also, modifying existing rotating gear test equipment to accommodate a preexisting gear design can be costly due to geometry or power limitations. In the past, the only other option has been to use unidirectional STBF testing with production gears, while accepting the limitation of using R values that are not fully representative of the final application.

The work described here was motivated by the desire to test several production gears with widely varying geometries under unidirectional and fully reversed conditions. Implementing running gear bending fatigue tests with the range of sizes under consideration would have been impractical, and would have likely resulted in unwanted failure modes.
Single Tooth Reversible Bending Fatigue Fixture Overview

An overview of the tooling used to interface with the test tooth on the newly developed Single Tooth Reversible Bending Fatigue (STRBF) test is shown in Figure 4. A v-shaped feature in the tooling contacts the test tooth on both flanks. The tooling v-notch half angle (α) is chosen such that the contact point is at an appropriate roll angle to induce a bending failure, but not too close to the tooth tip as to cause chipping. The tooling is loaded hydraulically ($F_{hyd}$) in the vertical direction in both compression and tension to apply a load to both the upper and lower flanks of the tooth respectively.

One caveat of this layout is that the force vector normal to the test tooth involute surface ($F_{tooth}$) is not parallel with the force vector for the applied hydraulic load. For this reason, there is a horizontal component of the test tooth load that needs to be accommodated on the tooling ($F_{thrust}$) to avoid side loading on the hydraulic actuator. Also, the effective test load on the tooth needs to be computed from applied load to take the off-axis loading into account. The relationships between applied load, thrust load and effective tooth load are given in Equations 2 and 3.

$$F_{thrust} = F_{hyd} \tan \alpha$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$F_{tooth} = F_{hyd} \cos \alpha$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where:
- $\alpha$ is tooling v-notch half angle
- $F_{hyd}$ is applied hydraulic load from test frame
- $F_{thrust}$ is resultant thrust load
- $F_{tooth}$ is load normal to tooth involute surface at tooling contact point

An overview of the remainder of the fixture is shown in Figure 5. A spindle is used to locate the bore of the gear, and the gear is allowed to rotate freely about its axis. Linear bearings allow the test tooth tooling to move vertically, but support the resultant thrust loads. The bearings on the gear spindle as well as the linear thrust bearings are Teflon based plain bearings specifically designed for use in high cycle, short stroke applications.

Similar to a typical unidirectional STBF fixture, a support tooth is used to react to the test load, however in this design two support teeth are used instead of one. When the hydraulic ram is in compression, the upper flank of the test tooth is loaded, and the upper support tooth reacts to the test load (Figure 6a). Likewise when the hydraulic ram is in tension, the lower flank of the test tooth is loaded, and the upper support tooth reacts to the test load (Figure 6b). The support tooth contact point
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Figure 6  Fixture Load Path in (a) Compression and (b) Tension.
(Figure 7) is chosen to be at a lesser roll angle than the test tooth contact point in order to avoid support tooth failures. The support tooth contact point is also chosen so the line of action from the test tooth and line of action from the support teeth are collinear, which minimizes a component of the test load from being transmitted into the gear support spindle and bearings.

As previously shown in Figure 4, portions of the teeth adjacent to the test teeth need to be removed to allow for tooling clearance. A minimum amount is removed from teeth adjacent to the test teeth in order to minimize any possible effect on the stress distribution in the test tooth root fillets. As shown in Figure 7, teeth adjacent to the support teeth need more clearance due to the lower contact location of the support tooth tooling.

The test tooth and support tooth tooling sets were designed to be modular so the same base fixture would accommodate a range of sizes. The test program for which this method was developed, which is still ongoing, uses six different gear geometries ranging from 120 mm to 300 mm in pitch diameter. Figure 8 shows the STRBF fixture with the largest and smallest gear geometries.
Calibration and Testing

Before testing, calibration of the fixture was carried out using a strain gauge applied to one root fillet of a test tooth. The gear was first installed to the fixture such that the strain gauge was oriented on the upper side of the tooth as shown in Figure 9a, after which a downward hydraulic load was applied to induce a tensile stress on the instrumented area. A relationship of applied load to strain was developed for this orientation. The gear was then flipped on its axis, so the same strain gauge from the first step was oriented on the lower side of the test tooth as shown in Figure 9b. Upward loads of identical magnitude to the first step were applied and a load to strain relationship developed for this orientation. Tooling adjustments were then made until both load vs. strain relationships were symmetric about zero.

An image of the assembled STRBF fixture is shown in Figure 10. Testing was executed at frequencies up to 30Hz using R ratios of 0.1 and –1.0, with maximum applied loads ranging from 5kN to 80kN depending on the gear being tested. All unidirectional tests were completed using a downward (compressive) load on the hydraulic ram, however unidirectional tests could be conducted in either direction. Failures were detected by monitoring the minimum and maximum position of the hydraulic ram, which can be used to compute tooth deflection. An example of tooth detection data taken during a bending failure is shown in Figure 11. Root fillet cracks present after the deflection limit was exceeded were significant and visible without magnification.
Figure 11  Example of Tooth Deflection Monitoring.
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Stop to inspect, no crack visible

Figure 12  Example Data Set using two R Ratios - Gear Geometry #1.
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Figure 12 and Figure 13 show non-dimensional examples of data comparing the unidirectional (R = 0.1) and fully reversed (R = -1.0) results from two different gear designs. Both plots utilize the same scaling on the Maximum Applied Load axes. In the data sets shown, the slopes of the finite life portions of the data sets from both R ratios are similar, however as expected the unidirectional finite life data sets are offset toward increased cycles to failure. The knees (intersections of finite life and infinite life slopes) in both unidirectional data sets also occur at fewer cycles and at higher loads than the knees in the fully reversed data sets, which leads to the fully reversed data sets having more long cycle failures. It should be noted that these trends are comments on the specific data sets presented here, however many factors such as residual stress, geometry, material cleanliness, etc. can influence bending fatigue performance. It was expected that the knees in the fully reversed data would occur at lower loads, since this is what is captured in the generic derating factors typically used for fully reversed loading on gear teeth [14].

Testing has shown that the actual derating factor can vary with various gear design parameters and may not be fully represented by the generic factors found in literature.

The test method outlined here has successfully generated unidirectional and fully reversed bending failures on a variety of gear geometries. All failures have been on test teeth only, with no support tooth damage observed. Also, no unwanted failure modes on the test tooth such as flank fracture have occurred. The program referenced is ongoing, and to date over 180 tests have been completed representing over 500 million fatigue cycles. Although this program uses R ratios of 0.1 and -1.0, any R ratio (1 > R ≥ -1) can be implemented by altering the programming of the fatigue test load frame. No further changes to the fixture tooling or setup are required to accommodate other R ratios.

Summary and Future Work
In conclusion, this paper outlined the development of a new type of single tooth bending fatigue test method in which both tensile and compressive bending stresses can be applied to the test tooth root fillets, which allows fatigue testing at any R ratio applicable to gear bending fatigue testing (1 > R ≥ -1). Using this method, negative R ratios up to and including fully reversed loading can be tested. The need for this type of test exists because traditionally used single tooth bending fatigue fixture designs are limited to applying tensile bending stresses only, which is not fully representative of running gears. The only alternative in the past has been to use running gear bending fatigue tests, which create several other challenges and are not always practical. This method was developed to allow testing of a range of sizes of actual production gears rather than representative test specimens. Loading the test tooth root fillet in tension and compression dictated the design of a novel fixture concept which is described in detail. The STRBF test method has been shown to effectively generate bending fatigue failures under unidirectional and fully reversed conditions on a variety of gear geometries. The development of this test method is a significant step forward in single tooth bending fatigue testing and has generated substantial interest from gear engineers from a variety of industries.
Future work for this test method includes testing of additional R ratios, specifically slightly negative R ratios representative of non-reversed gear applications. Additional gear geometries and materials are also planned for testing. Results will be compared to running gear bending fatigue test data in order to compare the results of both test methods.
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